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It Is A Sin Not To Fight With Apple
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Apple CEO Tim Cook: It’s ‘a sin’ to not ban people who
‘push division’ from platforms
Do you hold Apple shares? Time To short them immediately.
iPhone? iPod? Apple watch? Even if a Nazi Gestapo thought police announces to censor you
and encourages the others to do so?
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Perhaps you should reconsider using them.
Cook apparently means it’s morally wrong not to ban viewpoints he doesn’t agree with.
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Tim Cook was awarded the ADL’s first “Courage Against Hate Award” at the Anti Defamation
League’s “Never Is Now Summit on Anti-Semitism and Hate.” The ADL called Cook as a
“courageous and visionary leader” who is “dedicated to fighting hate” and “racist vitriol.”
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What is the definition of hate? Weaponized relative adjectives are now used to terminate free
speech. They are used like ketchup on everything that doesn’t fit the projective propaganda.
Whatever these adjectives like sexist, racist, misogynist or hate are, they can be used against
anyone to attack anything that a selective privileged group decides to attack, terminate and
takeover.
The actual hubris of the progressives who think they can ban what “THEY” hate and socially
engineer entire civilizations. They think they can and they do control how people think and
behave.
The hate speech weapon is the most powerful technic used by the elite to eliminate the
opposition. It first started by the Anti Defamation Leauge and was expanded to social justice
warriors and protestors paid by Soros. But now it is going to be officially implanted as the United
Nations’ new regulation on Dec 12, 2018. The interpretation of hate speech is totally selective.
It depends on WHO is creating the law. If a government is creating a law upon the hate speech,
that special government will capture and punish whoever it wants, however it wants because the
concept is not a standard concept but a relative one. The strategy has been used by all
totalitarian regimes from Stalin to Mao and from Hitler to today’s Maduro or the Islamic
Republic of Iran. All people in political prisons have been accused of offending something
somewhere and hurting the public or the dominant ideology’s feeling or spirit regarding the hate
speech law. A CEO of a corporate tech company acts as a corporate government, establishing
rules for his/her government but as he is implementing the regulation on PEOPLE, where is the
superior entity, power and authority of the government to demolish anything which is attacking
the First Amendment?

Abolishing freedom of speech and suppressing the opposition is how the communist left
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advances their agenda. The Communism structure of institutionalism who hates the same
capitalism which has cured poverty but has embraced the capitalist model turning welfare states
into hybrid economies is in full force to abolish free speech. Tech giants who used the capitalist
system to be where they are, have gathered to terminate the U.S Constitution. The question is
are Americans allow themselves to be suppressed and censored? Is America going to fall into
the abyss like the Europeans with the European Union Nanny State? Or like Africa and the
Middle East? When enough will be enough? When will American people realize that the
American Constitution is a one of a kind document that has saved not only America but also the
entire world from a big downfall which should have occurred decades ago?
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It is called the “Communications Decency Act” and Senator Ted Cruz perfectly said: “If you’re a
public neutral forum, that doesn’t allow for political editorializing & censorship. If you’re not a
neutral public forum, the entire predicate for liability & immunity under statute is claiming to be a
neutral forum—you cannot have it both ways.”
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If you’re a public neutral forum, that doesn't allow for political editorializing &
censorship. If you're not a neutral public forum, the entire predicate for liability &
immunity under statute is claiming to be a neutral forum—you cannot have it both
ways.https://t.co/2TXfVbEXOk
— Senator Ted Cruz (@SenTedCruz) January 17, 2018

In his speech, Cook had many flaws but we have selected only some of them here. You can
listen to the video to see his full speech.
Cook said:
“That’s why we only have one message for those who seek to push hate, division, and
violence. you have no place on our platforms. You have no home here.
From the earliest days of iTunes to Apple Music today, we have always prohibited music with a
music of white supremacy. Why? Because it’s the right thing to do, and as we showed this year
we won’t give a platform to violent conspiracy theorists on the app store. Why? Because it’s
the right thing to do.”

One of the most outrages parts of his speech was when he claimed that the Holocaust
was a function of excessively “free speech” and expression, invoking Kristallnacht. He
literally says free speech and freedom of expression leads to catastrophes like the
Holocaust. I wonder when the history is written and documented they interpret it as if we
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are trees beside the roads and they can change the roads and construct whatever they
want as we, bystander trees won’t care. One may think what would they do if there were
no registered traces of the history?

Cook said: “History is full of examples when those with power and those who ought to have
good judgment instead look the other way. I believe the most sacred thing that each of us given
is our judgment, our morality, or own innate desire to separate right from wrong. Choosing to set
that responsibility aside at a moment of trial is a sin. We as individuals have the power to
know, and feel, and act, and we ought to use it. That’s a lesson that Ruth Lansing knows
well. Ruth just turned 100 on November 13th. She was recently interviewed by the BBC for a
more solemn occasion, the 80th anniversary of Kristallnacht.”

Furthermore, I would like to know what religion is Tim Cook posing his totalitarian belief upon it?
Sin?? The most sacred thing? Judgment? Moment of a trial?
He is not a Christian. What is he talking about? Satanism?

In the next episode of the ceremony, Jonathan Greenblatt; CEO of Anti Defamation League
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praised Cook for deplatforming of Alex Jones and Infowars while linking “immigration” with
“hate.”
He said: “(Cook) has also shown leadership in tackling consequential issues that are core to
ADL’s global mission in fighting anti-Semitism and hate in all its forms. On issues like
immigration, LGBTQ rights, to online hate, and civil rights. Apple was the first company to
remove Alex Jones’s hateful anti-government conspiratorial rants from their platform, and other
tech companies, as we know, followed their lead.”

Photo by Wikipedia.
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Greenblatt was appointed as Special Assistant to Barack Obama in 2011 and Director of the
Office of Social Innovation and Civic Participation in the United States Domestic Policy Council.
He had an active role in supporting anti-gun legislation. His wife; Marjan, is Iranian.
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Am I the only one here who sees the disagreement with the lawless immigration from majority
Muslim or Christian countries like Latin America has nothing to with anti-semitism?

I pointed to ADL very briefly in RING OF THE CABAL as follows:
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“In 1913 Jacob Schiff, the plotter in chief in designing and financing the Bolshevik revolution,
has set up the Anti Defamation League (ADL) in the United States. (Does the surname look
familiar? Do you recall Congressman Adam Schiff? Adam Schiff is the son of Edward Maurice
Schiff and grandson of Frank E. Schiff; a notorious Khazar) (ADL) organization is formed to
slander anyone who questions or challenges the Rothschild global conspiracy as being antiSemitic. Schiff’s descendant Andrew Newman Schiff was married to Al Gore’s daughter
Karenna which is a matter to consider carefully. Al Gore was the former Vice President to Bill
Clinton. He is the main Climate Change’s architect.”

But I explained the organization extensively in separate articles including Media Matters article.
Greenblatt called Cook: “nothing short of courageous” for his hysterical comments advocating to
ban free speech.
Is the Constitution already outlawed?
Because as far as I see, we every day see more of tyrant corporations and less of the
Constitution.

Apple CEO Tim Cook: It’s ‘a sin’ to not ban people who ‘push division’ from platforms
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Apple CEO Tim Cook Defends Antifa Thugs with Bats, Pipes, Cement Blocks – “Those
Standing Up for Human Rights”
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Apple’s Tim Cook Says Fake News Is Killing Minds, Calls For Tech Companies To
Crackdown
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These people all work to satisfy Media Matters Mafia. If you still don’t know about Media
Matters and John Podesta’s thought police, you should read this.
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Dangerous Leaked document! Share this before they suspend my account. This is the
document I was working for 10 days

Tim Cook an outspoken anti-Trump, which his company is suing President Trump over the
Travel Ban is there to decide what is an acceptable speech while receiving millions in
government subsidies. So how does it work for a technocrat who uses the subsidies coming
from a government in which he doesn’t respect it’s Constitution? Perhaps Tim Cook should
return to England and preach his hate in his home country where free speech doesn’t exist?
Cook claimed that he feels to have a moral obligation to ban and censor certain people whose
thoughts are opposed to the “values of Apple.”
He said: “We only have one message for those who seek to push hate, division, and violence:
You have no place on our platforms,” Cook said. “You have no home here.”
“If we can’t be clear on moral questions like these, then we’ve got big problems. I believe the
most sacred thing that each of us is given is our judgment, our morality, our own innate desire to
separate right from wrong. Choosing to set that responsibility aside at a moment of trial is a
sin.” and the extremist safe-space lover crowd cheered in applause.

Cook continued: “the future should belong to people who use technology to build a better, more
inclusive, and more hopeful world,” yet we know how his “better, more inclusive and more
helpful” interpretations may mean because when he praised Communist China for its “cybersovereignty,” he actually praised enacting powerful censorship over the Internet. Cyber
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Sovereignty over National Sovereignty. What does it mean exactly? That the government (which
he sees himself as part of it) should have the right to keep the cyberspace sovereign upon their
personal standards regarding the interpretation of sovereignty and control what people can see
on the Internet. According to Tim Cook, China’s vision for the internet “is a vision we at Apple
share.”
According to The Washington Post in his speech at “The World Internet Conference held in the
eastern Chinese city of Wuzhen, Tim Cook said: “The theme of this conference — developing a
digital economy for openness and shared benefits — is a vision we at Apple share,” he
proclaimed. “We are proud to have worked alongside many of our partners in China to help
build a community that will join a common future in cyberspace.”
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“We are proud to have worked alongside many of our partners in China to help build a
community that will join a common future in cyberspace,” Cook said.
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China is the number one censorship and political elimination machine in the world and
that is “A vision that Apple share”…
Again Sen. Ted Cruz and Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT) were the only Senators who have
expressed concern that Apple “may be enabling the Chinese government’s censorship and
surveillance.”
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Isn’t it ironic that George Soros has praised the Chinees totalitarian system of government too?
Inside every liberal is a totalitarian screaming to get out. Apple, Google, Facebook, LinkedIn,
Amazon, Mozilla, and Firefox, are all the oligarchy proxy government seeking to overthrow our
elected government. Tim Cook and his likes can move to China as no one is forcing them to
suffer living in a free speech nation. These technocrats are part of the agenda to censor the
politically incorrect opposition who criticizes the “agenda.”

Meanwhile, It’s only a matter of time before they declare the Bible as hate speech. We know
where it is headed.
We are doing many good things.
Save as many souls as you can.
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